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Curtis Bennett: It is important for people to understand that insurers will not pay out on property or bodily injury. People 

proclaiming they are sensitive further limit actions they will have against their utility and others. 

EHS was used because that was all they had with mechanisms missing linking EMFs to adverse health effects. Those mechanisms had 

to be technically qualified and not just an opinion and debate. Furthermore those mechanisms were admitted to be missing 

from the beginning of time. 

The scientific reality is that governments, utilities, IEEE, FCC, Health Canada, manufacturers, etc. NEVER should have moved forward 

with critical science missing. Once the science is found, there can be a liability depending on what is found. 

Those mechanisms, causation, biological plausibility has been found, reported thru jurisdictions and lectured for Continuing Medical 

Education credits required for ongoing medical licensing. That means this isn't a debate, it is medical education applicable to health 

professional in North America and will be global soon. 

Exposure codes admit electrical currents are induced into you and current kills. That means you are not sensitive, you are being 

electrocuted slowly or in a microwave oven on low. 

In Cuba, US and Canadian Embassy staff were injured with a mysterious weapon thought to be sonic. FBI and Intelligence Agencies 

are stumped because some people in the same room were not hurt or heard nothing. The mysterious weapon is Wi-Fi or wireless 

EMFs. 

Here is a quote from exposure codes used globally explaining why: 

"The rate and distribution of RF energy absorption depends strongly on the frequency, intensity and orientation of the incident 

fields as well as the body size and its constitutive properties (dielectric constant and conductivity)." 

Just the orientation to the EMF can make the difference between an electrician living or dying. 

US diagnosed the people hurt in Cuba and they had permanent nerve damage, permanent hearing loss, brain trauma, etc. where it 

was reported there was damage to the white matter tracts in the brain. Those tracts are like an information hwy between brain cells 

letting different parts of the brain communicate.  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5151315/Doctors-identify-brain-abnormalities-Cuba-attack-patients.html 

The domino effect is the nervous, hormonal and immune systems are compromised, cellular voltage changes with frequency 

changes throughout the body. People are dying, babies are mutated and you need to represent this hell on earth where the damage 

is measurable by the second. 

Here is an image provided through media of the brain. 
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